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  Bell Helmets has been around a long time. They have a history of doing things the way they should be done, building great looking helmets that also do the job of protecting your skull. We like to think our newest DynaGlide build does them same thing. Fully functional for ripping the streets up with a classic look that will stand the test of time.
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  You can really can’t lose with Chris Wood at Airtrix. He turned the black way up on this one with a subtle pattern that speaks of Bell’s history in graphics. The rest of the bike has also taken a turn to the dark side. Black ops RSD parts are slathered all over the machine, including our Dyna Top Triple Clamp with gauge mount and our Mega Riser. We moved the gauge from the top of the gas tank up above the headlight sportster style to clean up the tank and get the gauge where you can see it. Boss two up seat, chopped rear fender and tag bracket round out the back of the bike. We also removed the stock strut covers to simplify things. Slant Exhaust and Turbine air cleaner increase the flow of air thorugh the motor. Machine Ops Nostalgia covers clean up the engine with a vintage touch. We’ve also thrown our new RSD Caliper and Hutch rotor on the front of the bike to increase stopping power. The front fender is off a BMW S1000RR and helps pull the blacked out front end together.
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